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AN.VAL ftABIATI'1 RIPQJ'.
or
Misl .ltari.el Hopkin.
Home Demon'stratton Agent,
Yuma Count,'
Q.' SJ1GlARt 0' AClIV'ITIF.s AND ACCO}!PLIStlM}lJts
.
"
A<)#lt IODs
,l1ght Home "'.Gnat. ration Clubs have held',on. hundred tif'ty-one meet-
, it1,g.' durin., tbe year with a total attendance or,' 1622. Or these meetings, ,
8eTcty-tour were att�ded bY' tne Agent and had a. total attOl'ldmee of m.4.
,The �,"n1ng eeventr-Hvtn meetings were �ondu¢ted. br local leaders. One
club,,' that at the 1.8.A. Kigratoxy Camp, was discontinued 'because of war
labor ,demands, but a. new club 1n the Gout.h' 'Gila'Valley was organized to
, keep ttl. total'rlumber of clubs the same as in 1942.
A cwntr-w1de program in clothing and nutrition wu planned,with the
State Office and has been c�u"rled out. AU clubs have tollowed a scheduled
plane in prorr-au 'fdth modif'loatlons to meet 'war needs wh� advisable.
:there haYe bi9en organisations weh a8 the D1str1et F.ederation of Woolen.
Clubs, Coun\,. Teachers A,•..,oc1at�M, .Amerlc� ned Cross,' 'United Service
. Organiaatlon, Yuma Delta "'lub, \;burch orge.nit&tiort$, which have called upon
the ,Agent tor metbod derACmet.�atione end leader. service •.
1fqt.r1t�Otl
.
The State Spec:la11st hasi spent $. total ot 'three deyl in the county and
eight o()lllnU!\1t1!�·s ..r� rea.ched.' through tb., medi1L"'n or looal leader meetings.
After ..t\:$l\din, a 'regional training meeting in j)ho_ix 'iwit.h the Specielist
in.chu,., the Agent OOfi4uct.d a series ot meetbgs in li$u' of the Speelll.­
lat.
The Agmtt h&e conducted methi;)d demonstrations as tollows: .
Home Pro(1uot.1on ot familr i%ood Suppll • • • .. • • • .. • • �
r004 Preservation, end Sto�a,. *' • • • .. • • • • .. • .. • t 39
Food Selection and Prepa:ration .. • • • • • • • • • • \It • n
0...ra1 Nutr1tion .. •.• .. .. • • • • " .. '. � • .. .. .. • .. • 16
In all thore Mve been 96 .methGd dem.onstrations with a. total attendance
of 1056.
While transport-atlon difficulties have prevented larp meetings, commu­
nity leaders have sho'Ml increased interest and have dilser...dnated info.rm&­
t.ion. Paxticularq has this been true ot 'tood production and pre8ervation
subject matter.
Specl.t1c advice tor V1ctGlY Garcl�8 haa been the prerogative of the
County Agricultural Agent.. However much has been done" through flo.ttle Demon­
stration Clubs, to atiJnulat,e bigger and better gardena.
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C. SUYiLARY OF ACTIVITIES .AND ACCO¥PLISHii'HlTS (Coot'd)
.
lfmrition (cont'd)
Yuma. County rural women hav� materially increased their food presel'Va....
tion over all previous years. tor'the eight Home Demonstration.. clubs tbis
amo_ed approximately to:
\ '
65000 quarts canned vegetables, fruit$, meats
15000 containers jam, jellies, marmalade
� pounds frozen perishable toods
2500 pounds detvdrated perishable toods
The �ove figures do not include results from work with groups and in­
diViduals· other than Home Demonstration.
The Home Demonstration Agent has served as chairman of the Advisory'
Committee to the rationing Qf new pressure canners through the U.S.D.'!.
War Board. Seventy-four permit s h!!� .. been issued.
ClothW&
The Speci�st has spent 10. dayt$ in the countY', and nine communities
have been" reached through the medium· ot local leader meetings. Sub�cts
covered b7 leader meetings were: Care of Clothingil nnz:r Cleaning"; Repair
of Clothing, lI1(ending"; Construction of Clothing, 'Tailoring" and "Dress
1lald.ng". It is estimated that one hundred and twenty-five rural women
have adopted practices of· "Dzy Cleaning" as a result of the meetings and
such practices are -increasing. Practices adopt-ed from the other meetings
are estimated to be equaJ.ly as man,.
In addition to work on the above, the Agent has responded to special
requests for method demonstrations on the construction of dress fonns,
kid gloves.
Because of the present emergency in Yuma County, Home Demonstration
Clubs have done Red Cross sewing during the year. More than 800 garments
have been completed.
Home sewing has been great� increased during the year. The Agent
has persona.l.lJ' given many helps and suggestions. However, Home Demonstra­
tion Club members in every community have functioned to bring about practices
taught by Extension for m.any- years past.
Home Mana£ement and Fami tv 'Economics
Household accounts are being kept b,y practically all Home Demonstration
Club members. The practice is in part: due to the effort of the Agent during
the current year and previous years, and partly because of the necessity of
making income tax retums.
Kiss Mariel Hopldns ..
Hom.e Demonstra:t.ion Agent
Yuma County, Arizona
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C. stJl44.ARI OF AcrIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMiNTS (Cont td)
The making ot slip covers and re-upho1ste1Y or fumiture is practiced
in all communities as a result of Home Demonstration work. llaI'\Y or. these
pract,ices are a result of demonstrations in previous years. During the
current· year six such demonstrations have been held.
As a follow-up ot the mattress program, the Agent has given special
help to live groups who have made mattresses, fumishing their own
mat·enals.
Cpntr1lmtion to· tilt War Eltod;
The Agent bas been called upon to do m.aD\1 things or a war emergency
nature. Hot only has all work, nutrition, clothing, home management, been
1nfiueneed in its subject matter, but the Agent has been the nlral woman '.S
representative tor emergency organizations in Yuma. and vicinity. Twenty­
tour days have been devoted to ·war programs proper.
, Junior Work
·A total or twenty-two 4-8 -Clubs in Clothing, Meal Planning, Canning
and Vict017 Achievement were supervised by the Agent. Two hundred and
thirty-eight girls completed their pro jeet s,
Local, Achievement· dey-s were held for all clubs with the exception of
Salome in the riorthem part; of the county. For this club, records were·
mailed to the Agent and in retum ribbons and pins were mailed to the
girls. A special County Achievement program was held for the purpose of
sboldng county winners in the following: DailY Foods Demonstration;
Clothing AChievement; Dress Revue; Record; Food Preparation; Canning;
VictoJ:y Achievement.
One of Yuma County's 4-H Girl ClUb Leaders has received one of the
state jeweled LeaderShip pins in recognition of outstanding service.
Statistics
From. the statistical report, is the following:
Da.ys spent in Adult Work (total for year) ••••.•••••••••••••••••• 190
" It' '" 4-H Club Work ,It It 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 95
... .." Office work n " tt •••••••••••• '••••_. •• •• ... 52
'" n" Field "n n ••••••••••••••••••••••• 233
" It" Pro jects
Mis's Mariel Hopkins,
Honte Demonstration Agent
Yuma County, Aridna
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C. SUI8Wlf OF ACfrilTIES .AND ACCOMPLISHUm'l'S '(Cont "d)
statistics (eont rd}i
Organiza.tion and P1Wming • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • ... 53
Nutrition ,. • • '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • •• 96
Clothing • • • • .. • • • • '. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • •• 106
Housing, Farmstead Improvement and Equipment • .. • • • • •• 6
War Programs. :. • • .. • • .. • '* • • • • • • • ,� • • • • • .. 24
(a) Local Factors Influencing
In war Qr peace, tbe work of the Home Demonstration Agent in Yuma.
CountY' is modified with local conditions, most. ot which ha�e to do with
topographt and cliJDate. For that reason a bIief explanation Seems
justified. While the total acreage of Yuma County is in round f'igures
six mtllion,or one-twelfth of' tbe acreage ot the entire State of Arizona,
the total acres on which cultivated crops are grown 1s- between one and
'
two pe�een1i ot the tot�. The low percentage of sod.L under cultivation
is �-e t<> unusued 1and which 'is divided into soil higbly productive but
without water suPP1l', and hard pan plus caliche desert; soil including
small m.ountain ranges of comparative:CY- low elevation. While the war is,
bringing more than it s share or changes to Yuma County, still as far as
can be estimated or the land under cultivation, approximate� thir9' per­
cent is farmed by tenants while the remainder 1s owner operated. There
is a high percentage of shiiting rural population. These factors; that
is-, distances ,to travel and larg�, transient population, make follow-up
checta ot much more than average difficulty and mean that the local
leader can not function as effectively as in marw other localities•.
. .
'In some loealities in !'uma County the soil and water are of such
mineral content as to make'the growing of a home vegetable garden very
difficult. Beeause until the year 1942 vegetables were available in
our Yuma market s in good variety and for much less than these particul-
ar communities could produce them (irrigation costs, etc) ,the practice
of home gardens was confined to the Yuma Va1�ey and communities where
the salt soil is not prevalent. With' the changes in the truck gardening
buednese whi_ch the present emer'gency has brought about, renewed efforts
have been made to grow home vegetable gardens. The results are told later.
The desert area of Yuma County is located in the heart of the County,
dividing it h;tto two distinct divisions known as' the Northern Part and
the Southem Part. To reach the Northem Part of the county a graveled
road wit'h lIl8llf dips of from seventy to one hundred and twenty miles must
be traversed. Since the trips are Tery bard on rubber, travelling bas
been curtailed with consent of the State Office. During the current year
two trips have been made to the Vicksburg, Salome, Wenden areas, but no
trip has been made to the Parker area.
.
Miss Kariel Hopkins
Home Demonstration Agent
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c. SUJA1ARI OF ACl'IVITIEI AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Cont'd)
Local FWire Innuencing (Cant td)
Another local factor influencing Home Demonstration Work iri. Yuma
County is the Mexican population. Approximately one-third ot the county
i$ Mexican. or these lleeixans onlT a small percentage (approximatell'
seVen percent) are naturalized. These are highly patriarehal in tamilT
lite. This aeeounts for the faet that while the children are accessible
for exten.si.on work through the SChools" the women are practical4r VIl-,
.
approachable. There are, however, some women in our Home Demonstration
Clubs 1Vbo Speak Spanish and who have a.cted as interpreters in all communitY'
projects. Mention should. also be made of the Indian population. There are
two Indian. Resenat.ions as :rollo": (1) The Cocopah ReserV'ation, located
in the lower Yuma Valley; (21 The Colorado River Aienq loc,ated atParker.There is also the Fort Yuma ndian Agency located on Indian Hill, in
California, directly across the River trom. Yuma.
.
(b) Form of Organization.
'the Home Demonstration work is organized under two head:.iitgs as
follows:
(1) Work with Adults thro�gh regnlar]T organized Home Demonstration
clubs; through clubs other than those prima.rilJ' organized for Home
Demonstration work; through home visits, office and telephone calls;
through letters, newspaper articles and radio talks.
(2). Work with Juniors through regular:cy. organized 4-H .clnbs •.
Regularq organized aane Demonstration Clubs include the tollowing
centers: (1) Roll-Tacna-We11ton; (2) Borth Gila; (3) Somerton and
Gadsden; (4) ·Rood; (5) Mesa and Sunnyside; (6) Crane; (7') South Gila;
(8) Vicksburg-Salome-Wenden. As previouslJ' explained, the Parker center
bas -not been neited. Howeve'Z:f ;Parker home makers have been contactedwith bulletin material, ·etc. he Farm SeCtirity Administration Labor C8mj)
bas been large17 tuen over as a center for hotlsing imported laborers, so
the club neeessaril;r has been discontinued tor the duration,.
The Agent works through m� organized clubs in the city ot Yuma and
vicinity,. among which m.ay be mentioned the home-maker section of the
Senior Delta Club; the Wednesday- Aftemoon Club; the Business and Profes­
sional. Women's Club; Junior Delta Club; In addition she is occasionall:y
called on for help from the local. chapter of the American Red Cross; the
Women fS Auxil1aty ot the American Legion; Church organizations; Farm
Bureau Associations; Camp . Fire Council; District Federation or Women's
Club; County Teacher's Organizati�.
.
Miss Kariel Hopkins
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c. SUMIIABI OF ACl'IVITIES AND ACCQl4PLISHUItmS (Cont'd)
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(b) Form. or Organization (coot'd)
AU Boae Dem.onstration Clubs ha.ve a rost;er of members in the -Agent's
offiee IIl:d notices of meetings are sent t� each member.
As nearq as possible, programs tor the clubs have been planned on
a 7earll' basis and bave centered around the work of the Specialists given
in the local leader meetings and carried backbo the :Individual clubs by
the leaders and the Agent. However, attention has been given to the
requests ot the olubs that have arisen other than these sub ject.s and
part1c81arl1 this 1'ear when we have been at war have Red Cross sewing and
.ch ..asures as conservation been included.
The work entails in addition to' regular meetings m.any' home calls,
telephone calls, conferences, publicity measures etc. The Agent is sorrr
to report that due to a. change in policy- at Yuma County ts KYUJ,( Radio
Station,! she' has been permitted to make but. five broadcasts during the
year.. .Lt i$ hoped that this number may be increased in the futu�e. The
st.a.tion is on tbe National Blue Network: and praetieal.:cy' all homes in the
vicinity stay tuned to the station.. It is, therefore" a valuable means
of, disaeminning timel¥ subject matter.
Because ot the local need, the Agent has again aSSWBed leadership
tor war emergency canteen and nutrltion instruction. In 1942 a group of
rural and urban women completed a twenty-hour course in nutrition and one
ot like lengt,h in canteen with the Agent as instructor. ' This group
remains organized for function in disaster.
As in past years., an effort has been made t,o suPPl1' home makers nth
the . latest published material in the Home Demonstiration field. Tbis has
been d.one through distribution of bulletins at meetings, etc. Material is
also mailed upon requesl#. Such requests have greatly' increased this year
as compared to previous years.
I'
•
The County newspaper continues to be most helpful in forwarding the
work in the county � Meetings have been announced, including special meet­
ings, and visits of Specialist. to the county. The Agent
.
has from time
to time fumished articles as the need MS arisen.
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'
D. PBOGIWl OF WORK
(AI Fact.ors considered and methods used in determining Program ot
Work.
Following the policy' or previous years, the Agent has made an
etto" to keep the program ot work as nearl;r uniform as possible be­
cause it is realized that more effecti..-e work can be done if interests
are not too divided. SO.eYer, this effort has not interfered with the
estabUshed plan ot having programs result from.. conference with club.
leaders as well as other lea�g women in the county, and trom constant
queries put to women in attendance at the meetings as well as from eon­
stant tsudy of local condit1�ns.
This year, there' have been an unusual number ot modifications
neces8axy because the women in the oounty have been anxious to conform
to the war eftort� !his has meant thai; cerliain projects haTe been car­
rie� thrGugh even though t.her were not state project,s because the women
.telt that they needed the help. An illustration of this is the continua­
tion 'ot the dresstorm project later described and the garment construc­
tion work in cooperation with the J;;{,ed Cross Obapter.
However, with. these modifications, there has been a continued
interest and functioning of the local leader movement which began in
Yuma Coant7 in tbe fall ot 1939. This, of course, has been done in. co­
operation with the state starf and atter plans had been formulated at the
state conterenee tor Home DemonStration workers. Because Yuma County has
had BODle Demonstration work since it was first inaugurated into Arizona
and because previous discussion of the local leader movement had not. met
with tavor, the Agent has, trom the beginning" made a special effort; to
make the sarroundings as pleasing as pOssible tor an added appeal •
. '
This year, however, it has been necessazy to curtail travel as much
as possible. Meetings have not been held in the Agent's home as in
previou s years but ha.ve been divided as tollows:
(1) :Methodist ASsembly room lli Somerlion
(2) Water Users ottice in Roll.
EYen with this modification, difficulty or transportation and pressure of
work at home has meant that. communities bave not been as completelJ' rep­
resented at the local leader,-meetings as before the war. As before state9.
distances are greater in the county than in .Dl.8nI1 other sections, and women
even though much interested in the work, have in :tIlBey" instances found it
necessar.r to save gas for bare necessities. The rural. women have without
except#ion had added home responsibilities. However, communities have been
reached, if not by Leaders, by the Agent. Clubs receiving the program of
the Specialists by this method are Roll-Wellton Home Dem.onstratiin Club;
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club; Nort,h Gila Home Demonstration Club; Crane
Demonstration Club; Rood Home Demonstration Club; 1iesa-Stmll1'side Home,
....10....
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D. PROGlWl OF Y«>RK (Cont'd)
(a) Factors considered and methods used in determining Program. of
Work (cont'd)
Demonstration Club; Somerton Women's Clubs; Senior Delta Club; Vi-Ba­
Wen Club.
(b) Influence Qt State and National Agricultural. Agencies.
These Agencies may be listed chief4r as: (1) Farm Bureau; (2)
Fann Security Administration; (3) Agricultural Adjustment Administra­
tion. While Home Demonstration Service in Yuma Comt,. is quite distinct
from th.se agencies, yet there has not been a month when some correla­
tion has not occurred. It comes natur� rather than from being planned.
The independence comes from the fact that the office of the Home
Demonstration Agent is in her own home. This came about originall;r be­
cause of the crowded condition in the County Court house 'Which did not
permit suit able housing space. The present plan continues to be veI"1
sati$factory. She has her material organized for reaqy access and home
conditions facilitate the working up of illustrative material, etc. The
of'fice isequipped with a telephone and she is within working distance
from the Count1 Court House where the County Agricultural Agent has his
office and where the Home Demonstration Agent goes for stenographic
serrlce and 6r conferences with the County Agricultural Agent.
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration office is in the same
room as the County Agricultural Agent and the Home Demonstration Agent
relies in mallT instances upon the personnel of the All for information
in the operation of her progr�. A specific example of cooperation this
year has been the certification of pressure canners because the County
AAA Secretary is also Secretary ot the County USDA War Board.
Yuma County has had two women employed by the Farm Security Admin­
istration; one ot these is the Home Management Supervisor who workes
with clients throughout the county, as well as in certain sections of
Califomia, for the first half of this year; the other was the Home Man­
agement Supervisor located at the Farm Security Labor Camp near Somerton.
Both of these supervisors have been very cooperative. During the first
halt or the year the Agent held meetings on Food Preservation and on
Clothing at the Camp in cooperation with t he supervisor. But since the
Camp has been housing impOrted farm labor (male) from Mexico, meetings
have not been feasible.
Members of the Fann Security Client families are a part of the
membership of all Home Demonstration groups, whether adult or 4-H. The
Agent knows this because of previous work with the Farm Security Adminis­
tration, or because the individual tells it rather than from any ques­
tioning on her part.
-11-
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK (Cont' d)
(b) Influence of State and National Agricultural Agencies (cont td)
Farm Bureau meetings in the county have been curtail_ed this year
because ot the war emergency. Even bough she would very much have liked
to do so, the Agent has not attended those Farm Bureau meet,Mings which
have occurred, the reason being mileage expense. The Farm Bureau has
been very cooperative with Home Demonstration work, however. It has at
times made contributions when funds were necessary.
(c) Project Activities and Results
I. Organization
Sub-Pro ject A.. Farm Organization
The town of Yuma is the center of interest for all the Southem
part of the county. Rural people without exception come to Yuma for
shopping and a large percentage of them have business interests in
Yuma. The civic interests of the town all have part membership from
the rural communities. For this reason, in carry-ing out the program in
Yuma County, the Agent has deemed it wise to consider the county as
entirely rural.
The needs of the communities are varied and so the Agent can in no
w8:f limit her services to being a specialist in one line of work.
There is a high percentage of very well educated women in the,
..
clubs with which she works so she must ever be on the alert that the
material she gives is up-to-date and sound, This. also operates to make
the dat. given, adopted for use. The Agent finds that practices are
quick4" worked out by the groups, in question to incorporate needs in a
pra.ctical way. As a Whole, the county is very reticent to do anything
from a campaign angle, but people are. serious minded and energetic in
making the most of any opportunities for advancement which can be made
practical. It is with this in mind that the Agent endeavors to make
her program service real4r function.
During t� current year those who have been selected to act as
neighborhood leaders have made a conscientious effort to do what was
expected of them. They have not spared themselves when there was a
real need and something could be accomplished by the proposed contacts.
Perhaps a brief review of the neighborhood leadership movement in Yuma
Count,. should here be given: The first effort in this movement carne 1n
June, 1942, as a means of getting county-wide practices for "Fire Pre­
vention". Since the mimeograph material arrived from the state office
after the extreme heat of summer had set in, and Home Demonstration
clubs had adjourned for the summer, it was necessary to arbitrarily
select leaders from the Home Demonstration memberships on file in the
-12-
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK (Cont'd)
(c) Project Activities and Results (Cont'd)
I. Organization (cont 'd)
Sub-Project A. Fann Organization (Cont'd)
office. One hundred and fifty women were selected and this material
sent with the request that they talk the check sheet on 'Fire Prevent­
ion' over with their neighbors. While the Agent knew this was not as
thorough a method as the real plan for neighborhood leadership, it was
the on4r feasible plan to follow at the time. True to form, there was
a poor written response to the request because the women felt that when
they had complied with the r:eal purpose of the request, the written
return was superfluous. However, many women told the Agent that they
were very glad to have the check sheet and had removed fire hazards as
a result.
In Augu'st, of 1942 the Agent attended the State Home Demonstration
Conference in Prescott with Miss Glaqys Gallup of the United States
Department of Agriculture in· charge; Among the' explanations of Home
Demonst ration procedure the one that stood out was the neighborhood
leadership movement. Upon arriving back in Yuma, the Agent spent some­
time in making detailed maps of Yuma County as background material, and
made several home visits to discu ss methods of procedure with Home
Demonstration Club officers. At that time, meetings were planned for
all Home Demonstration Clubs early in September; the purpose of the
meetings was to work out a system of neighborhood, leaders, including
all families in the communities involved.
'
The material on fat conservation arrived in August of 1942, before
there was time for the meetings just referred to'!' The Agent consequent-
1;r sent the fat conservation material with a letter of explanation to
each of the one 'hundred and fifty t.emporary leaders selected early in
the summer.
In s.eptember, as planned, the follow.i.ng clubs met and with the
help' of maps and voting rosters fornmlated lists to take care ,of all
the families in their respective communities: Crane Home Demonstration
Club; Rood Home Demonstration Club; Gadsden Home Demonstration Club;
Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club; North GUa Home Demonstration
Club.
Before there was time to meet with the remaining clubs, word came
trom the state office that nothing f�ther was to be done until the
work could be initiated by the County Agricultural Agent. So the matter
was dropped for the time being.
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D. PROGRJUt OF WORK (cont' d)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont, 'd)
I. Organization (cont'd)
Sub-Project A. Farm Organization (.ctonfd)
Tbe middle of November 1942 the neighborhood leadership movement
had its initiation, as such, in the county. The movement was intro­
duced by Miss Jean Stewart, State Leader Home Demonstration Work,
assisted by Mrs.,,,Cratt, Regional Area Supervisor, Farm, SecuritY' Admin­
istration. On Thut'sdBl' morning, November 19, a. planning meeting was
held. in the otfiee ot the County Agricultural Agent vdth the countY'
office ot Civilian Defense, the state and County Extension Stafts rep­
resented. That same evening' a meeting of the County Nutrition Committee
was held. As an outgrowth of these meetings, it 'wa�r decided that the'
towns ot Yuma, Somerton and Parker were ,to be organized ih a block
leadership system for eariying out the 'Share the Meat' program. All
rural areas, were to be handl.ed with neighborhood leaders, including
Roll-Tacna-Wellton; North and South Gila; Mesa-Sunnyside; Crane, Rood,
Migratory Camp; Gadsden; Vicksburg, Salome-Wenden; 'and Quartzite. The
rural areas were divided between the County- Agricultural Agent and the
Home Demonstration Agent. Because ot the necessity ot act.ua1ly getting
the work done, the County Agricultural Agent assumed the added respon­
sibility of the program in Parker and the Homd Demonstration Agent, the
program. in Somerton.
The neighborhood leader groups already' worked out were used and
were necessal)r, ,supplemented, leader training meetings were held, and
the county "Els thoroughly 'mopped up' in the interest of 'Share the
Meat f. UnfortunatelJ' the "Share tbe Meat" campaign came in Yuma County
at a time when it was practicallY' impossible bo buy meat of 8l\V kind in
the markets and almost no one was securing any way near the amount which
was set forth as the fair al.Lowance,
It seems only tair to state that another distressing occurrence in
the interest of conservation has happened in Yuma CountY' during the
current year. Earls' last spring reports were received from homemakers
that local market s were refu sing to take waste fat becau se they were
unable to dispose of it. The Agent immediate:cy investitt ed, found it
to be true and reported it to the local head of the Defense Council. She
then wrote to the state office in charge in Phoenix and had a reply- that �. ",,;;
the matter was being taken care of. However, as time went by fat was
still ,refused. The Agent saught the help of the Tovrea Packing Plant
representative, the County Agricultural Agent and other -local people whom
she thought might help to remove the "bottle neck". However, it was to
no avail. It is reported that one market was forced to dump more than a
thoQsand pounds of fat this summer because they could not hold it any
longer. The Agent is continuing to report the situation in the hope that
the d11'ficulty can be removed. However, it can readily be seen wtw
people feei it their patriotic dut,y to follow their own sound judgement
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t.:�:' r€�:;:tl "'�"'P.roject A.' Farm Organisatioa {cont 'd);-' � ",r 'rl tJ,,),,'tl!'b'
bJfc't'"C r.-oi.nt, l':lt _i (;.�:' , ' . -1.0 • t '. "I' ,l ,c-:-r. '. ,'.. ';w � r .... t 0,f,t.; 'I' :?,
l'f.1!MJ':>-.hc_:.tol_J.dbe"-, letter perfect, the .�campaigns.which dO,,'not;,:·l1t! local.,.
C@P.�t-1.9tlS;1·1e�'110_: Demonstration Club has vot�d� to.;'make�JlboJIeata�·,�.soip
��J��iM.�n>�u$.,ta.t until suck time a8;thet.;r�8D.be u8Qred'tbat:\tat�w1n
b!b�op..�e��.til�ee.page 45 at, end o.t·tbi$:,rtpol't)�··1"�'� .";.l: ,ll;I�·,'! t,)! .1:, ,1;'1·""
in..iS .;.t.e pJi,.,''',.5 i.: -.: ',. � .', "'''''.'::'1':" ':,.�'-:
,'. r ,1 r- 1": 'l�:�et r,; •.r= ..
. �Y�r�ri*g'�,�!l'n��en'\t· "ear the Agent hM, 0t�DL timEf :t.o ,t.,::set .bUUihA.l, !.�
t� _�¢��.��,.."t,o,all neighborhood. lea�rl, ��g'tbem, t.o·1'� it"lOYer
w�;�tlf:_�h.�li.:1"m¢iye:groups. In ea.ch,inst·(U1ce>l,sb. ha., followed t.h.·�pl_�'ot
8��'r�f,��4j�aa�,; so that the subjeQt.flU,ttterl,Jdght notlbe:.1cluttered.
�€fft.!h�.��!U)� :tl).e metenal sent has eomed�roa(.4;he ::State. Eltt-ension.: ,Qffice.
Ini�ebrtta1)' 'Qt:�',thi8 year, the Agent ',�$ttended the' state:n�mg�.meet1ng;·
tQ':}?-�;t.t.ion1n,·held in jPhoenix•..The·-:;Jiome�Deaonstrat.iOD'Y'A�t��.waa! ,siI":·�
8,qu.t� ,_,gi". ,:\he responsibility ofrdeteloping �the �,!Explain'8r':..s.tst:em!.tin
y.... 9Q\JPt1, ,in ·�ooperation nth Mr. G. E. Blackledge, the County" Agricultural
Agent. A meeting of the Yuma County Nutrition Committee Was called and plans
d-elo,ftaA. o.,.� ',�" ." ",. j' t c- f' �4 ,0'" ,1...,_9"
. �;.C 4'..;". I... '" � 'oo ... .;- "I\, .. "'-,'..l. �.............. '"
It: ;�, ..�4 :it llat 'f..WI.a! ,p"rope.r (sbou+d I operate� ,through:tlJ" block ·�eaders
w:tt4l"Jlrf;- �.tha\l�.�c�1n !Ollar..,.· il\(l t.hat:. the. remainder.:of '-tlie rcounty.a in
8���d(�• .t01rtd�,..Jpe"'M«J,itil•.��Qountt Agr.i.eultural Agen\, and th.'\Hom.e,�Demou:'"
sIf��1i�,.uent:... rl.,For· .t,bi$'c�:..d1viai()ll, was' the same as Ir the' ·Share -the r¥eat"
PN&r�.{�h��,t�, .,:M!':. :.:B,\a�cig.·�t.,ook. tile northem part, of the "c�tT· inelud­
iDc:�a.��i:,salo!ne, �.uv�e.k�f'g; ',Bouse, ,Quart;zs!t-e • .;The �e�.Demonstra-,
t���Pnt;,�o� tiu�:,s<n.1the�:pa� 'Qt the countY', including:Roll;,·.Wellt«l,.I�­
G�,'4�� Sutmy'side, Somerton, Crane, Rood and North and South Gila Valleys.
In all these communities local leaders were trained. Meetings were fa.cilitated
by' the f.l'�.� ,�tings. held under the auspices of Mrs. Lola Dudgeon' on "Meat
Extenders". At these meetings the communities of RoaJ., Wellton, Somerton,
Sunnys�4.e�,!�4 :Ga4sden were (:�acll�. ¥:J�o:wev:-er, because two GadSden ;:club rr'r:-'j �',1
m�e�� cr.p':\!�p. t�atr .•t�d t h� ,m,eet,1.Qg�.l�rt;on. and because 'it 'was, neceaaa.ry
tq." �E��' ::�p�: t�. tc? explain in Spmish�: t�, <:se.oond leader meeting wa.s +held in
G��-3 ,�1¢�, a special leader meeting was held at the Rood School. Mrs.
Helen Koogler from the Farm Security Administration and Mrs. Velma Pfeiffer
took cha.rp',� Q�' .the explainers at the Crane School.
1 .. "".!'� ,� • '... I � 1" .J
The Agent; al� ,attended the meeting of block leaders in Yuma and gave
instructions.l
.. The. ,sy,stem .. functioned ve17 well tor registration. Local
leaders and t�ach.r� :1IOrlc.ed. very hannoniousq and thoroughly'
11, - i'. �I ..J i " l r 'I " '
On FridBT" .Fe.»r.ue.ry.l·26th� the Agent waS' 'called 'into conference vdth
Miss lI4.arion Moore ot the �ate Ottice of Price Administration. It was felt
--
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D. PROGRAM OF WOBK (Cont'd)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont'd)
1. Organization (cont'd)
that retai� .clerks and block leaders should get together for a meeting
before _ point 'rationing actualq was put into operation. As a result, a
. meeting wasceJ.led for Sund� af'temoon, February 28, with the Agent in
charge. The movie on Point Rationing shown at the Phoenix meeting was
secured and the Agent with the help of Mr. Joyner, a local merchant, used
the point ration card to formulate an exhibit of canned and dried foods, show­
ing the points assigned to !them. This meeting met Ydth good response, How(�
ever, the merchant s felt that their employees could handle the explainer pahse
as well as their own, and it was voted to call upon Mrs. Spaulding and her
block leaders if they were needed. The Agent made the round of groceries
the first and second dar s of rationing and found that no difficulty was
,being encountered. In only one instance was -there a misunderstanding.
Since rationing has gotten under way it has been entirely taken over by
other agencies. The only function
-
of the Home Demonstration Agent has been
to�s on special bulletings which have been sent from time to time from
tne"Home. Demonstration office.
Sub-Pro ject B. Home Economics Ext,ender
As previou sly explained, the County Home Demonstration program as
much as possible operates from the Stat e Home Demonstration office which in
tum operates from the Agricultural Extension office at the University of
Arizona, Tucson. Yuma County is ,allowed it s share of the services of the
Extension Nutritionist, the state Clothing SpeCialist, and the Boy and Girl
Club Specialist. In addition, a visit was made to the county by the Ex­
tension Sociologist in the interest of Accident Prevention in Rural Commu­
nities.
Home Maker Clubs
.
As previously told under C(b) work with adults in Yuma County is carried
out in part, by regularly organized clubs called uHome Demonstration Clubs".
A calendar of their meetings which were attended by the Agent during the
year is as follows:
December:
1 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
9 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
14 - Mesa Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
15 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
16 - Rood Home Demonstration Club
28 - Mesa Sunnys:£de Home Demonstration Club
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK (Cant td)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont'd)
1. Organization, (cont'd)
Sub-Project B. Home Economics Extension (cont 'd)
January:
4 - Mesa Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
8 --Crane Home Demonstration Club
13 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
19 - North. Gila Home Demonstration Cihub
20 - Yesa Sunnyside. Home Demonstration Club
21 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration ClUb
26 - Rood Home "Demonstration Club
27 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
�.� . (. February:
16 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
18 - Gadsden Home DalD.onstration Club
22
. .=.)lesa Sutmy'side Home Demonstration Club
26'- - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
March:
4 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
5 - Rood Home Demonstration Club
10 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
11 .... Migratory Camp Home Demonstra.tion Club
16 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
17 - Mesa-Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
22 - South Gila Home Demonstration' Club
25 - Migrato:ry Camp Home Demonstra.tion Club
26 - Crane Home Demonstration Club
April: .
9 - Mesa-Sunnyside Demonstration ClUb
12 - South Gila Home Demonstration Club
14 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
15 - North Gila Home Demonsb ration Club
.26 - South Gila Home Demonstration Club
r : May:
.
-
4 - Mesa-Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
5 - Crane Home Demonstration Club
6 - Rood Home Demonstration Club
11 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
12 - Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
13 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
24 - South Gila Home Demonstration Club
-17'::'
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK (Cont' d)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont'd)
I. Organization (cont' d)
Sub-Project B. Home Economics Extension (cont'd)
Junel.
1 - Hesa-Suney side Home Demonst ration Club
7 - South Gila Home Demonstration Club
8 - North, Gila Home Demonstration Club
9' - Vicksburg-Salome-Wenden Home Demonstration Club
10 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
15 - Rood and' Crane Home Demonstration Clubs
Ju�:
6 - Crane Home Demonstration Club
8 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
13 - North Gila Home. Demonstration Club
20 - Mesa-�side Home 'Demonstration Club24 - Rood ome Demonstration Club
27 - Crane Home Demonstration Club
August: . ,
.3 - Mesa-Sull!\Ys!de Home Demonstration Club
9 - South Gila ome Demonstration Club
10 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
12 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
17 - Crane Home Demonstration Club
Sept ember: .
7 - Mesa-SunQrside Home Demonstration Club
14 - Nort;h Gila Home Demonstration Club
21 - Crane Home Demonstration Club
29 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
October:
12 - North Gila nome Demonstration Club
13 - Gadsden Home Pemonstration Club
15 - Crane and Rood home Demonstration Club
19 - Mesa-Sunqyside Home Demonstration Club
27 - Roll-Wellton Home �emonstration Club
No'V'ember:
3 - �icksburg-Salome-Wenden Home Demonstration Club
8 - Rood Home Demonstration Club
10 - Gadsden Home D��onstration Club
11 - Roll-Wellton Home Demonstration Club
15 - South Gila Home Demonstration Club
16 - Uesa"":Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
17 - North Gila Home Demonstration Club
29 _ South Gila Home Demonstration Club
,30 - Rood Home Denonstration Club
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK (Cont'd)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont td)
1. Organization
Sub-Paragraph B. Home Economics Extension (cont'd)
or the above the South Gila Home Demonstration Club was organized
this -rear. Of groups not specified as Home Demonstration Clubs, but
with which the Agent has carried programs, mew-be mentioned: Senior and
Junior Delta Clubs; Business and Professional Women's Club; Yuma County
Teachers Association; various church groups in Yuma and Somerton; Red
Cross Canteen and Nutrition groups; local chapter of Daughters of American
ReVolution, etc.
Home Maker Councils
Because ot the tire and gas situation and relativel3' large distan­
ces which women mu st travel to a common center, Home Maker Council
meetings have been confined to those held when the State Specialist
. visited the Count1. The Home Demonstrf4tion Agent bas, however, met.
individualll' with program connnittees from each Home Demonstration Club
and has planned with them. the work for the year tor their parl;,icular club.
Without exception these meetings took the form ot luncheons at the Agent's
home. The Victory Year Book, supplied by the state office, las been used
by each club, the programs being filled in by committee members and then
the books mailed to all club members. It may be said in passing that
these "1ea:r books have been vezy popular and that many club members have
hung them on a nail at home for ready reference.
Becau se ot the great local need, at' these commit tee meetings, it
was decided to do Red Cross sewing in addition to the regular work of
·club meet'-tlgs.
Sub-Pro jeet; e. 4-H Clubs
Organization.
From December 1942 to the present time twenty two girls' 4-H Clubs
in Yuma County have been in operation and have shown completions. These
are as follows:
-18-((....
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(c) Pro ject Aetitities and Results (cont' d)
1. Organization
Sub-Paragraph c. 4-H Clubs
C1Qtbjng EQrollment
erme • • • • • • .30. • • • • • • •
Gadsden • • • : .1"7.'.
Laguna 10.
Rood • • • .. • • .. • 27� •
Roll.. .ll. • •
Sunny-side • '. • • • .20.
Wellton • • • • • • .16.. • • • • .. • •
SoInerton ••••••• ..36.
. .'
•
. ..
·
·
. . . . . . .
·
. .. . .
. . . . .
. . .
Colltu1etions
.29
.15
• 5
.27
• 9
.19
.15
.35
. .
Mea! P1min«
,
Rood.. •••••••
Salome • • • • • •• '••
Gadsden •
Sunny-side . . .. . . . .
27 •• '. • • • • • • " " 27
5 • • • • • • • •• 5
10 • • • • • • • •• 8
11 • • • • • • '. .• • • • • 10
Canning
Rood • • • • • .. • • '. • 12 . . .
Gadsden • • • • • • .10 • • •
Sunnyside • • • • • • • .14 •
. . . .
" 10
• • • 10
" " • 14
Victoty Achievement
CraI'le • • • ". " • • 30 •
Gadsden • • .' • • • • • .17 """
Sunqyside •••••••• 20 •••
Somerton • " • • • • '. • 36' • •
Wellton • • • • • • •• 16.
Rood • • " • • • • • 27 • '. • • • •
Salome • • • • .. " " " ..,,___5, • •
TOTAL 407
. .
" 28
" • 17
• •• 19,
• 35
• " 16
• 27
......�
385
. .
These figures are for enrollments in the various girls' projects.
Obviousl1 maey girls were enrolled in more than. one project" The
number of 4-H C}.ub girls car:rying one or more projects during the
year is 2,38. This figure does' not, however, include girls who attend­
ed club meetings from one to three times, but \\11.0, for various reasons,
did not become permanent club members. During the year there were
approximately twency.-five such girls.
During the yes.r, the Agent has spent approximately one-third of
her time in the field working with 4-H Clubs. This represents an
increase over t_he previous year. 4-H Leaders have been unusually faith-
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont ! d)
1. Organization.
Sub-Paragraph c. 4-H Clubs
ful and efficient in their leedership, and it is deemed that this year
has seen the most conscientious and consistent progress made of aqy
year thus tar.
Specialist s have been in the county ,in the interest of 4-H Club
work as tollows:
February 3 to 5 Incl., Mr. Emil Rovey, State Club Specialist
Purpose: 4-H Club Mobilization
Number ot Demonstrations • • • • 7
Attendance • • • • • • • • • • 459
March 29 and 30, Miss Lorene Dryden, St�te Clothing Specialist.
Purpose:' Clothing Club Demonstrations
Number of Demonstrations • • • • 5
Att endance • • • • • • • • • • 142
1(88' 11, Mr. Moody, acting State Club Specialist
Purpose: 4-H Club -:Achievement s,
October 7, Mr. Kenneth McKee, svate" Club Specialist
Purpose: General Supervision.
When work with girls' clubs wa.s integrated with that of boy's'
clubs, the Heme Demonstration Agent has shared the time or the Special­
ist with the County Agricultural Agent. The total of such meetings
shared has' been 14 with a total attendance of 786.
4-H Club Achievement s were held in May in variou s communities and
were participated in by parents as well as club members. These'Achieve­
ments were largely influenced by food production exhibits by both boys
and girls.
Clothing Achievements were exhibited at Rood, Crane, Somerton,
Laguna, Gadsden, Wellton, Sunnyside and Roll. It was impossible to
visit the club at Salome but the Agent sent ribbons asking the leader
to make awards. There was taken as a whole not as large a volume of
gar.ments as last year. There were also no style shows. However,
quality of work was good. In view of the many interruptions such as
rationing registrations, it appeared that there was real loyalty to $-H
club work to have done as much as was done.
'
'While but two clubs at this time finished a year's work in Meal
Planning as outlined, each club enrolled in other projects did some
work on food selection and used th4 bulletin "Health and Attractiveness"
in their meetings.
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont'd)
1. Organization
Sub-Paragraph c. 4-H Clubs (cont 'd)
Taken all in all it would seem that a representative year's 4-H
Club work was done, modified to m.eet war needs. During the summer months
maey 4-H Club girls, particularly the older girls released from high
school studies, did qUite intensive club work. Two meal planning clubs
were added to the roster, as follows: Gadsden and Surw..yside.
To round out the summer's nrork an Achievement Program. was held the
latter part, of September in the Business and Professional Women I s Club
house in Yuma. The program was participated in by leaders" and club
members from Gadsden, Crane, Rood, Sunnyside, Wellton and Roll communi­
ties. Miss Jean Stewart, State leader of Home Demonstration Work, and
Miss Lorene Dryden, state Clothing.Specialist, were in attendance. Miss
stewart came to judge Yuma County's ent ry in the State Dairy Foods
Demonstration contest. This team. was composed of two girls from the"
Gadsden Meal Planning Club. V'Jhile they did not win in the state this.
year� eVer.y one present at the program felt that they gave an excellent
demonstration, their subject being "1Qutdoor Cooking Featuring Dairy
Foods". Both girls want to enter the contest· next year. At the program
the dress revue was participated in by girls from Somerton, Sunnyside,
Rood, Roll and We�lton Clubs, with a girl from Sunqyside being selected
as the County Dress Revue Winner. County winners in the following
projects were presented at the program and their ent� records shown:
Record; Food Preparation; Canning; Clothing Achievement; Victory Achieve­
ment. The last hamed has since been selected as one of th.e State win­
ners in Victor,y Achievement. She is Rachael Frauenfelder of Gadsden, a
sixth 4-H Club firl who has served, cooked, canned, raised a garden and
even worked as a fann hand in her community in the interest of helping
to win the war.
Sub-Pro ject D. Report s
Reports from the Home Demonstration Agent's office take -the form
of a weekly outline; a monthly narrative and statd.st Lcal, report, an
annual narrative report and statistical report. Of the above perhaps
the one vdlich is most difficult to dispatch is the weekly outline.
This is because the Agent's time "is quite taken up, a week seems to pass
very quick4r and many times, the job at hand requires all her attention.
The Agent has a calendar outline where she writes down appointments
and makes notes conceming meetings, et c. Report s are largely made
from this calendar.
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(c) Project Activities and Results (cont t d)
XIII Nutrition
While work in nutrition in Yuma County for the current year has,
perhaps, not been as spectacular as in 1942, yet it has shown consistent
effort on the part. of all Home Demonstration Club workers. The transi­
tion from a peace time to a war time basis was made in 1942. For the
current year, while effort has been expended in all major nutrition
fields, the work of all groups has centered around war activities. The ,­
large influx of milita�J men has influenced evezy .one t s living condi­
tions. Women throughout the county have rented part of their houses to
a� families, or entertained armf men or served in a� eervice
centers, or set up a home laundr,r, etc. Some of the more isolated
sections of the county have sprung into new life. Food production bears
evidence of being stepped up on every hand. There is no longer need to
urge people to plant victory gardens because wherever a spot can be
found, where the soil and water conditions permit, a garden has been
planted. There has been mu ch movement in canrdng and deeydrating of
food materials than ever before. An illustration of this has been fur­
nished by Yuma County's large commercial fields for the growing of
carrots. In previous years, after the crop was harvested, the culls
have remained in the field .. and have been plowed under. This year, of
course, because of the better market, the fields were closer picked by
the producers. But even so, hardly a carrot went to waste because
families have gone to the fields and gathered them for home use and home
canning.
In the North Gila Valley a large commercial field of tomatoes was
. turned donn for shipping because in some way the grower had gott en a
canning variety of tomato rather than a table variety and they would not
ripen according to form in the seconda� market. Housewives from Yuma,
Yuma Mesa, Yuma Valley and as far 'away as Somerton and Roll went to the
field and gathered bushel after bushel of ripe and'geen tomatoes. They
were canned and made into catsup, chili sauce, green tomato pickles
and green tomato mince meat. The Agent had many calls for canning in­
structions. It is estimated that several hundred bushels of tomatoes
were canned in one f'orm or another. Since much of this was done by
other than rural women , it was not included in the county's figure of
65,000 quarts of vegetables, fruits and meat s canned.
(P')
Hot school lunches throughout the county have continued to be "an
improved nutrition basis. A hot school lunch was put into successful
operation at Wenden with Mrs. Mary Martin, the teacher, in charge. The
Home Demonstration/Agent loaned two electric'hot plates, one belonging
to the office, and the other her personal property, for use in the
operation of the lunch. These are still in the possession of the school,
the Agent having check on them at Lnvent.ory time.
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The Agent led a round-table discussion at a sectional meeting of
the Yuma County Teachers meeting. A number of school lunch operators
were present. Not only was the necessity for nutritionally souid
meals stressed but adherence to sanitary rules as well.
There have been a good many requests for help' in infant feeding
and in chile care. And so the current year has seen the Agent become
more of a consultant in nutrition than in previous years. While
.
every effort has been made to make the work in nutrition eStablish
.
practices as advanced by the St�te Nutrition Stafr, it has, however,
been neeessacy to satisfy an unusual number of requests of a miscel­
laneous nature as well. A description of the work is as follows:
Sub-Project. A. Food Product.Lon,
The war has brought a great change in the vegetable marketing
facilities in Y·uma County". Previously, our market s were abundant in
both variety and amounts of fresh vegetables and at very reasonable,.
'almost nominal cost. The change has been to the bad in all three
instances. In view of this, victory gardens have become very much the
order of the dey, when they could at all be managed. 'While the Home
Demonstration program in the matter of gardens has been purely subsi­
diary to that of the County Agricultural Agent program, yet definite
things have been accomplished to stimulate production.
Because there has been developing this short age in market vege­
tables, it has seemed that the thing to do was to keep before· people
the necessity of vegetables in the diet and the classes into which
they fall. So the Home Demonstration Agent has taken every occasion
both in meetings and in other contacts to stress the importance of
vegetables.
.
Gardens have increased greatly in the Southern part of the
county and women. are making an effort to p�a:r.i.t veget ab.Les ranking
high in vitamins and minerals. Home makers have shown better knowl­
edge of what to plant this year than last year. This has come about
largely from neighborhood and club meeting discussions •. Chief among
vegetables grown have been: Tomatoes, beans of many varieties, greens
of many varieties, carrots, potatoes, squash, beets, cucumbers, corn,
onions, okra, eggplant and peppers.
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Sub-Prq'jec1;, _B. Food Preservation.
:;l:..;�: • I1:\ l�::�Coul.ltY'. climatic�onditions are such that, except, for two
�t�, or·l�ss 6f severe 'heat in swmmer, fresh garden 'produce is avail­
able: This fact changes the usual procedure for planning budget
systeRJ.�for· food preservation. The practices is to preserve the surplus
Vitl$.ch",?ceurs and to· use it to supplement the fresh vegetables and
tl11i,\;s,·:<?!:..the Long growing season. Such fruits as apricots, cherries,
.,.,..�chf�ll pears, are not grown locally and many from Yuma County' go to
�f��ardf);.ill California each y'ear for the purpose of putting up such
f:rtJ�ta f,?r. \�heir own use.
C
r .,.,. " .. � ... • { �
t.�(;;'�iG�x:�a�ed �terext' in food preservation .began to be induced in
1941 as soon as victoey gardens began to create a surplus. In October
of tha�, yea.�" meetinp's on canning were held under the auspices of Mrs.
��la. �Qgenn.f·�,,:t::xtension Nutritionist. In January 1942 a real interest
�'t��g ,developed; the reason being that the fruit and vegetable
���e��.association had a boom year with their large acreage, producing
crisp, sweet, juicy carrots of a very high quality. In packing the
carrot$- for shipment, many were left because of some non-conformity,
�+.-e mj;.��l of :�irst grade quality. At this time the Agent gave' a can­
�Jt� demonst rat.Lon I,in Yuma with 16 organizations represented 'and 60
w:.o.m�.,�. ��t�5iance ... Atter this carrots,donated by the Association,
..��, �d�lT:,carm�q, :t_h�ug}1out the county. The .canned ca.rrots were found
� ..!)ave a delicious.. fJavor.• r .. The· following spring a large surplus 'of
c<i.b��g;·:·4aielop�d and .eo- t}1Et ,�ome Demonstration office was instrumental
�,:i�t}J.n.g home makez:� tp. make kreut.
r .........
I
"'J ...
,.. rl
l . J,:� �h�'� �c�rrent ye,d. has seen. a.large increase in the practice of
c8p;tlj.�g.? ;This has been due to the: fdll.owing:
. .
T,-· 1. J
'
•• r:
.l •.•
1: High point value of commerciall¥ canned foods.
2. Su:rplus from vegetable gardens.
',' 3.. lnc�.ease in number of pressure cookers in the county.
1''''",
;.i ,. In"the main, the Agent has disseminated banning information on
request. ;rather than through formal demonstrations. This was deemed the
rig!t�; procedure by vario s program committees because of prevt.ou s demon­
st!�:ti9I)S.�d-the easy access of printed directiesns�
I Sh.e'has" however,
acted, as, lea4er·.for a. number of neighborhood canntngs, 'Exceptions to the
above are:. A. formal canning demonstration for the Yuma Garden Club, Can­
ning spinach. and grapefruit; a formal demonstration on Food Preservation
at the Crane School where one of t he home makers has a freezer uni� and
has stored meat, �egetables and fruit juices by freezing� h.��!t��tat'so(bas
dried foods extensively and furnished a nice exhibit of both dried and
frozen food materials; a fo�al demonstration before the Mesa-Sunnyside
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club,; a formal demonstration at the Fa.rm Securlty Administration Mig­
ratozy Camp. '
Neighborhood canning with the Home Demonstration Agent present"
were as follows: Yuma-Mesa - canrririg chicken incurred by one home­
maker culling her flock; &Jnnyside - a meeting similar to the 'above;
Yuma Valley - canning garden vegetables; Somerton vicinity - canning
garden begetables; Rood community - canning garden vegetables; North
Gila - canning citrus juices and garden vegeta.bles; South Gila -
canning garden vegetables; Roll-carming beef; Yuma vicinity - canning
"beef, etc.
Foods which the Agent ha.s given information on canning dur-ing the
year are: �omatoes, citrus, spinach, black-eyed peas, string beans,
green peas, beets, potatoes, carrots, asparagus, figs, kraut, meat and
chicken.
The "subject of dehydration has been discussed �t meetings of all
Horne Demonstration Clubs� Deeydrators have been built in farm cormnuni­
ties and two result demonstrations conducted. One of these result
demonstrations was conducted in the Yuma"Valley where the dehydrator was
made exactly according to specifications given in University of Arizona
Extension Folder W-7 � The other was conducted in the North Gila Valley
where there is no electricity, and so a modified evaporator was con-
"structed. Garden surplus was dried as follows: Carrots, spinach,
onion, corn, potatoes, parsl�, squash, figst beets. The home makershave cooked and served the food materials. heir families s� the
products have been fairly palatable but that they prefer canned foods.
Exceptions are parsley 'and onions. which can be used for seasoning.
At the "Farm Security Administration Migratory Camp the Home Man­
agement Supervisor made a tunnel evaporator according to specifications
from scrap lumber. The Agent met with the supervisor and a group of
the women .6r a.work meeting at which the following vegetables were
prepared according to di.r-ect.Lons and placed in the evaporator to dry:
Car�ots, cabbage, onions, peas, white potatoes, sweet potatoes. The
supervisor reported to the Agent that she later "had the vegetables
soaked and cooked after which the women sampled them. They all thought
they were quite good. However, since the Supervisor left her position
shortly after, most of the women have preferred to can rather than dry
their su rplu s ,
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�, '.' :1.dn fJul:r�·the -Agent "1'iQsl required to give first aid in'the diying of
.-figs;!' Direction.s .:f'or' drjing. had been sent by' 1 the Extension NutrliPion":
1st -and had ..b een :sent out to;the mailing list. But this accepted'" I'l
·lD.ethod.£or�·-other. localities·is.not successful'in Yuma 'County because"
.!.of the ·extreme-�hea.te:t !�he:figs ferment when half dried and little' .;
. r
'�blaok"insectsrcome:.on ;t.he blossom end no matter how carefully picked
or screened during the ·dtying process•. Women were throwing their
partially dried'.:£igsra;way because they were spo:Bled so the Agent secur­
ed the cooperation of four home makers in Yuma County, and work4d out.
the fo:p..owing:method:. �igs dried by ·this 'method give a v-ery' aec'eptable'
"tirl.i:shed 'prodUct --and;
. at least, are saved, for eating whether or not all
"the..nutri�tsan.' eonserved; .
.
.
,-
'
r .: •
Place the figs on trays in the sum protected from insects. (Th�
figs FShobld "betseparated from each :bther and in single rows)
-e
Dry·�untiI·1
"thet. give in the. �hand" when ·squeezed, nof ..rattle. Then wash 20 minutes
1m 'cold (\'l·a.te�· cont.aining '4 ounces .sa.lt<to each 'gallon of wat.er� (I Dty
,
�
otT
� again' .·�r!one-ha.lf d� J.. t
• (The' . .figs .:vdll· plump again) Pil-e "them u� ·fo·r·
,:a. ..;Week � two -to ·.sweat,. ',then (pack in elean boxes or sterile jars and':'
'.sealJrtightly to prevent further dtying and to protect from insects. To
help'in this local �ituation the Agent had this recipe run in the loca�
papez-, . She has been' told by a number of women that the method is J �'.
·,sdcce·sstul· and she 'has seen 'both Kadota and Mission figs so dried" r;·1
"Vihich lare very' ·palat·a.ble.
'
.... r t
, . .
�
...
II' ..at '�,l '00.\"
I" ��, l.) 'There (are'� 'few 'sharp freezing units in Yuma County rural homes' �,.
:wbich':are. used. for' food praservation. During. the yea.r" the Agent has':,
·.answered"fou(rt,e�n requests for information. One home maker in the -::"
South {fila. Valley purchased a freezing cabinet second hand and invited
:the 'Home memonstrat10n Club to her home for a demonstration, by t.he
: r
':.Agent . .: ,The.hOine· maker' 'had on hand for the meeting chi.cken , peas and
-
l.peacheS'�1 , These the: Agent Used i11 the' demonst rat i.on as well as dis-
cussing' the wey-s �and' 'vmerefores of· sharp freezing.
.'
·
: t"
r. r 1 ,":' :' l�. • • "", I.
... '-
.
t' '1' ,AS.. b�fore -stated,t·this year' has seen the purchase of a good many
·
": :.l
hew pressure canners in Yuma. The Agent has been called on to give
initial instructions in the operation of these canners when home makers
have 'been in.experif:mced.· Then, there has been an effort to put into- '
..operation �S' many I as possible of the pressure cookers alreaqy- on hand
dn the cdunty .. , To facilitate this, she has used a maximum registering­
therrn.ometer �dr testing the accuracy of gauges. Publicity was given' ,to
the po'ssibilitr of service btJ the local newspaper. In this waY' a'· .
• . J.! '=Y"i11
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number of pressure cookers have been brought to the Agent's. office;
some of them in good condition but others showing abuse from neglect or
misuse. When possible new part s such as pressure gauges or safety valves
have been ordered and the cookers put into operation. The Agent has a
"record of twentyOnine cookers so tested. However, E! few were tested of
which she has no record.
Sub-Project C. Food Selection
Emphasis has been placed upon Food Selection b",f means of adult and
girls' 4-H Club meetings; through regularly organized nutrition classes;
through neighborhood leaders; through newspaper articles and circular
letters.
Food selection work has very large� been determined by restrictions
which the war emergency has brought about. Sugar conservation suggest­
ions have been made at meetings and upon special request. " On the whole,
home makers have had little difficulty With sugar rationing. They have,
doubtless, found it easier because of Yuwa County's date crop and hone.y
supply •
The work of" the Extension Nutritionist during the year has had to do
with meat conservation. In February two local leader meetings were held
��th the Extension Nutritionist in charge; the subject, "Meat Extenders".
These meetings included a study of cuts of meat and a discussion of
methods of cooking according to cut. The leader meetings began at ten in
the morning and a beef and vegetable stew 18.5 prepared for the noon lunch
as a means of emphasizing "the desirability" of combining meat with vegetab
les "for extending meat. Representatives from the following communities
attended this series of meetings: Roll, Wellton, Somerton and vicinity,
Gadsden, Yuma Mesa, Sunnyside. Later the Agent gave the work to the Rood
Conununity, the Crane community, the North Gila community, the South Gila
community. Because of the necessity of conden.sing subject matter, a brief
review on13' was given to the .vicksburg-Salome-1.lIJenden Club. For all follow­
up meetings by local leaders and the Agent the Ext ension Nutritionist left
in the county a supply of wall charts.
The subject of "Meat Substitutes" ,was handled without a visit to the
county of the Extension Nutritionist. This happened as follows: At the
annual Extension Conference it was decided that the agents should repre­
sent the nutritionist in their respective counties because of intensive
work on the meat situation allover the state. In Januazy the Agent
attended an, all""":dey conference on "Meat Substitutes" in the Agricultural
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Extension office in Phoenix. In the Home Demonstration Laborato:cy ,
substit�te dishes were actually prepared and plans made for carrying
1?he work back to the county. After this conference the Agent asked
all Home Demonstration club presidents their preference in giving the
work. Without exception they requested that it be given at individual
Home Demonstration Glub meetings. Subsequently meetings were held in
,
all the regularly organized Home Demonstration Clubs. In addition, some
of the meat substitute dishes have been used for various extension func­
tions; for instance, the Agent prepared the soybean casserole for a pot
luck joint meeting of the Red Cross Motor Corps and Canteen. There were
several requests for the recipe which were complied with. As a matter of
fact, the printed Extension folder from the University on "Meat Extenders"
giving the recipes and subject matter of the conference has been a very
popular one in the county up to and including the present.
The Agent, has responded to a number of request s for nutrition'
round-table discussions featuring food selection during the year. These
�clude such clubs as Senior ,Delta Club; Junior Delta Club, Business and
.Professional ,Vomen' s Club;' Local Cha,pter of Daughters of .American Revolu­
tion; Yuma Garden Club; Yuma Co�nty Teacher's meeting.
In 1942 the Agent was drafted to act as instructor for Red Cross
Nutrition and Canteen classes. During that year one class in Nutrition
completed the course of ten, two-hour lessons required for a certificate,
and one class in Canteen complete�. One class in Nutrition was in
progress at the close of 1942. During' the current year this second
course in Nutrition has been completer{ and an additional class has been
taught. The Agent is glad to r-eport no emergency or disaster which
called for the operation of the canteen for which it was organized. The
organization has remained intact during the year, functioning through a
president elected by the group.
-
Under the heading of �ood Selection should be told the activities
of the Dairy Foods Demonstration Team. The Agent feels that their demon­
stration has done much to help the' cause of wise food selection throughout
the county. Durring the summer months and under the direct guidance of the
Agent 4-H meal planning clubs �orked on the problem of a Hairy Foods
Demonstration. Because of Yuma County's long open, season and just now
because crowded conditions are bringing much improvised meal preparation,
it was decided that something should be done to emphasize good nutrition
in out-of-door meals. The sub ject selected was "Outdoor Cooking Featur­
ing Dairy Foods" and the development of the demonstration centered around
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the new U. S. Governrnent chart featuring the seven basic food groups •
. After quite a little experimentation it was decided to prepare a simple
meal as follows: Cheese cream soup� fruit, and vegetable sandwich, egg­
and-lettuce salad, milk to drink. This meal represent.s all seven basic
groups and emphasizes milk products and local garden produce. The girls
worke� enthusiastically at the project and the finished demonstration
was well received. Because this year competition between counties has
been greatly' curtailed and no central place provided .for a state compe­
tition, the girls hav� requested that they be able to work on the demon-
stration next year. 'I.'hey are hoping that conditions will be more ,
normal and that arrangement s can be made for a center VIJ-ith uni.rorm
judges, and, in order that it'mey be entirely objective, from without
Extension ranks. The demonstration has been given wide publicity with
4-H Clubs throughout the county. On special request, the winning team
demonstrated before the Garden Club in Yuma.
,
-
In terms of 'justifying the Home Demonstration Nutrition program
61" past years the f'oLl.owirig incident which happened at one of the Home
Demonstration Club meetings mey be repeated. One of our long-time
.member-s has two grand children - her fir� - and both about two years
of. age. One of the babies belongs to her daught.er, be other to her son.
She explained that in the case of her daughter she had told her of child
nutrition rules as taught at club and had supplied her with literature
which the daughter followed implicitely • With her daughter-in-law she
had not been privileged to give the advice, and the baby's nutrition
habit s were not acccrding to standard. Her daughter's baby is an
excellent physical speclman �ith a good clisposition, vmile the sonts
baby is a- problem child, particularly in feeding habits. The grand­
mother is convinced that the child care instructions turned the trick.
Another 'incident to�d "01" quite recent' Home Demonstration activities.
The latter part -of the summer the Agent was called into conference with
the chairman of Yuma County 'I s Nutrition Council and three representatives'
of our largest bread and yeast dist r-ibut.ore, During the conference one
o! the bread men said, "Yuma County must 'be nutrition conscious. Before
we secured our new wrappers statin�th�t our bread is enriched we were
besieged with letters from Yuma asking an explanation for 'it s not being
enriched"j His territory is Southern california and Yu�a vicinity, and
it seems Yuma headed the list for the above requests.
As in, previous years, the Agent has answered questions on child
care when they have arisen and has distributed bulletins when requested.
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As a means of checking on food selection the Agent has explained
the "Vit-a-Mingo" game to all Home Demonstration and 4-H Club groups. L
Local leaders have been provided with copies of the game.
Sub-PrOlject D • Food Preparation
Since food preparation work has been interwoven with food selec­
rion, it is a little difficult to treat it sePf1,rate1;y. Practical1;r eve:ry
dey during the year, the Agent has answered telephone or office inqui­
ries concerning recipes which conserve sugar, stretch meat, use s�Jbean,
etc. Reports from several Home Demonst r-atd.on Club members that they
were unsuccessful �ith bread making were responsible for a series of
demonstrations on "Bread Making".. In these demonstrations the Agent
stressed the importance of temperature control. In Yuma· County when the
thermometer rdsee to a hundred and twenty egrees in the summer, the prob­
lem is one of keeping the bread sufficiently cool in summer as well as
sufficiently warm in winter. A dairy thermometer was used in the demon­
strations and many home makers later reported purchasing thermometers and
finding them very helpful. A good recipe fo·r refrigerator rolls was
given and has since· been widely used.
There has been increased interest in butter and cheese making.
Government and University literature on the subject has been distributed
at Home Demonstration Club meetings and several home makers have report­
ed that their problem was solved by using a dai� thermometer. Again
temperature,. control is even more than ordinarly essential in Yuma
County. The local leader o�neighborhood method has largely been used
to spread the making of cheese 'with surplus milk. A few years ago the
Stat e Dairy and Poultry Specialist gave a series of demonstrations in
the county on, "Cheese Making". Since, a number of home makers in each
community have been following his instructions. n is these homemakers
that the Agent has encouraged to explain their practices to their
neighbors and at club meetings. As a result the practLce of cheese mak­
ing has increased and is helping toward good nutrition in these days of
rationing.
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As in other programs the clothing work this year has shown the in­
fluence of the war. There has been stepped-up interest in home sewing
because it has been increasingly difficult to meet the family IS clothing
needs in readyoto-wear. Women have been sewing for themselves and the
Agent has been called upon to give instrUctions in sewing techniques as
well as dress forms, etc. 4-H Club girls have in many instances done
extensive sewing for themselves and their families. In almost all cases
girls have made a real effort to help "dth home sewing, All Home Demon­
stration and 4-H Clothing Clubs have met a local need bY doing Red Cross
sewing. Programs for both adult and 4-H Clubs have stressed clothing con­
servation by both care and repair of clothing. The State Clothing
Specialist has conducted leader meetings on conservation; on tailoring;
on dress making.·
Since the program ot the Home Demonet.rabLon Agent has been a full
one, whenever the clothing program could be carried without special
instructions, the policy has continued of meeting with cIubs largely for
initiating a movement and otherwise of letting them carry programs by
themselves.
.
Sub-Paragraph A. Selection
The State Clothing Specialist instituted work on "Care of Clothing"
in Yuma County in 1942. Since the application of this work has been more
in evidence during the current year than in the year previous, it is
being told here from the beginning: In Feb ruaxy , 1942, the Specialist
presented the subject, "Identification of Fibers". The 'subject matter
was conscientiou s� studied by the local leaders and with the help of
the Home Demonstration Agent was given to all Home Demonstration and
arfiliated clubs in the southern part of.the county. At the time of the
meetings the work was enthusiastically received,with women remarking on
evety hand HI 'WOuldn't have missed it for anything". This current year
there have been occasions each month when the Agent'has been called on
either in c'Lub meetings or with individuals to review the tests for
identification. Local leaders have likewise discussed the subject matter
of the meeting on many occasions. There are a great many instances of
women testing samples of garments to determine of what fiber they are made
as a means of determining care of the gannent. The ent ire county has
become acetate reyon conscious. They are also reading labels so as to be
intelligent bU1'ers.
More attention than in previous years, because of the present
emergency, has been given to selection of clothing in 4-H Clothing Club
work. In all clubs the Health and Attractiveness bulletin recently
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published by the University, was conscientiously studied. 115s
suggestions on selection of clothing have been Tery helpful. The club
leaders and the Agent have adapted the work on "Identification of
Fibers" to club discussions and girls have thought of durability,
laundering, appropriateness and becomingness when selecting materials
for dresses, etc.
Sub-Project B. Construction.
December 1942 did not lend itself to Christmas work meetings for
the making of gift s as in previou s years. While interest in meetings
kept up, club members requested that their regular lines of work not be
interrupted. There were but two meetings for the purpose of making
gifts. However, as in Clothing Seleetion, many reports were received
from homemakers who made articles at home, using suggestions which had
been .ade at Home Demonstration Club meetings the previous year. An
instance of this was the ma..1dng of "necktieR aprons which had been
popular. The Agent received a good many- requests for the pattem, and
in several instances actual:CY- helped small groups cut them out as a part.
or "office visitslt routine. In November 1943, there appeared renewed
interest in making home-made toys as a means of meeting the present short.»
age of commercial toys. One very successful and interesting .ork meeting
on "Home Made "Toys" has been held and plans have been made for a number of
meetings the ,coming December.
As prenous:q explained there has been "stepped-up" interest in
home sewing. Becau se of this there has been emphasis on sewing tech­
niques through local
.
leader meetings and supervised by the State Clothing
Specialist. The last of March the Specialist loaned the county an
exhibit of sewing technique illustration. This exhibit was shown to both
Home Demonstration Clubs and 4-H Clubs and proved a very good introduction
to shwoing specific techniques. The Agent demonstrated upon requests
such techniques as button holes, seams, plackets, hems, finishes. Some­
times its the little things that interest women most; so one of the most
popular techniques was a good method of sewing on rick rack braid.
In September leader meetings on Tailoring Techniques were held.
At these meetings the Specialist gave a brief introductoey discussion,
stressing four things to remember, as follows: (1) Care in cutting (2)
Care in basting and sewing; (3) Care in fitting; (4)_ Thorough pressing.
The leaders were then a.sked to choose 'what they preferred to work on at
the meeting and they responded by choosing collars, tailored button
holes and pockets. Each leader was supplied with a miniature blouse;
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they were divided into two groups, each group including as nearly as
possible every community. One group worked on collars with the Special­
ist as instructor, the other group worked on button holes and pockets
vdth the Agent as instructor. There was excellent illustrative material
and the techniques were actual.cy' mastered by, .t.he leaders present. Follow­
ing these meetings the leaders with the help ot the Agent, carried the
work to all the Home Demonstration Clubs in the southem part ot the
county. The Agent prepared miniBture blouses similar to the ones used
at the leader meetdngs; and the club members actuaJ..4r worked at making
button holes and pockets and putting Q collars.
In October the Specialist came to the county for Leader-: meetings
on "Dress Making". The emphasis of these meetings was on proper schedul­
ing of work for good results and time saving. In preparation one leader
from. each meeting brought a shirtmaker dress for herself reacV for the
first fitting; that is, the dress was cut, all length-wise seams basted,
and all eros s-wise seams pinned, At the meeting the dress was carried
through the second fifting stage; that is, all length-wise seams stitched
and aJ4 oross-wise seams basted, and was comj)leted or near:q- completed.
The work, as nearly as possible was kept to two trips to the sewing
machine and two trips to t he ironing board as an example ot proper schedul­
ing. The dresses were very good looking and in each case incorporated the
techniques taught at the September leader meeting. As a follow-up of' these
meetings the Agent has met with Home Demonstration Clubs which were not
represented at the leader meetings and in one case,b,y special request,
with a club which was represented. It has been entirel,. possible to
complete a dress for one club member in one day" applying the schedule
and the techniques as taught.
Because of the increased interest in home se�1ng the Agent has con­
tinued to have requests for instructions in dress-form making. Since the
process is one which requires speed and precision in making as well as
dispatab in schedulihg the work among the helpers, it has been necessary
for the Agent to be present in person at these meetings. Since the making
of dress foms is nob a state project a brief explanation of its develop-. ,
ment in the county is here given:
'
Since the Agent came to the county in December, 19.35, there have
been repeated requests for demonstrations in'the making of paper-dress
tonus. The Agent has reported these requests to the State Office, but
other reque'8ts have been deemed of greater importance, so meetings have
not been held.
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In 1942 members of the Rood Home Demonstration Club reported that the
Bard·· Extension Club ( belongs to the Imperail County, Califomia, Exten­
sion Service) were making paper dress forms. A group of their members had
attended a dress for.m local leader meeting held under the �uspices of the
Berkeley Extension Sernce. These women offered to give a demonstration
before the Rood Club.
Subsequently the State lea.der insisted the Home Demonstration Agent
and the Agent reported the incident. It was agreed that the Bard ladies
should give the demonst ratdon ,
The demonstration was given, and, afterwards, and until the present,
dress form making has been very popular. The first year the work was con­
fined to the southem part of the county but in November of this year the
work wEls carried to Vicksburg, Salome and Wenden with enthuf3iastic results.
Women feel that they are definite4r a help in home sewing. �t the "Dress
Making" meetings this year, home makers checked their pattems on their
forms before coming to the meetings.
The Agent continues to get requests for help with glove making. Some­
times the reG-ouest is simply for a pattern where the method of' making is
already known but where some, technique is not clearly remembered. Women
continue to make extreme:CY- good looking gloves which would be r�eounized
a.eywhere as a good looking job.
Under Clothing Construction nnist be mentioned the rather extensive
Red Cross sesdng whieh has been done. In May the home maker who is in
charge or sewing for the local chapter of the American Red Cross came to
the Agent' explaining that because of the many special demands made upon
them the chapter was falling behind in it s quota. Because the homemaker
had recently moved to Yuma from her ranch home where she had been an out­
standing Home Demonstration C:}.ub member, she felt that the Home Demonstra-
.
tion Clubs should help with the work. Ordinarily adult clubs in Yuma
County adjourn for the summer because of the ext.reme heat, but -beceu ee of
the war emergenqy request that the,y continue, all clubs, except Gadsden,
voted to continue meetings and to do Red Cross sewing. The Agent supplied
the clubs with the materd.al.s from the Red Cross rooms and acted as explain­
er for the workmanship. The club secretaries kept account of all materials
so that it could be returned. As the work advanced it proved a very good
means of teaching t.echnfquea, Women came who knew little about garment
construction and they gained much confidence and knowledge for home sewing.
All gannents finished were represent ative products. More than five hundred
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articles were completed by club members, including men's pajama suits,
women's slips, women's petticoats, convalescent laprobes, quilts, bedside
pockets, kit holders, bed socks, hot water bottle holders. At the meetings
a.ttended by the A.gent, a little time was given over to discussing of recent
ext ensfon publications and to answering questions of a miscellaneous nature
relative to home making.
Sub-Project C. Economics.
�l1ile suggestions for sound money values have continued to be a part
of all clothing work, the work that Ls outstanding in "Economics" is- the
"Care of Clothing Service". This work has' been initiated by the State
Clothing Specialist and has been a two-year program. 'The first of the
series, namely, nldentification of F�bers" has been reported under selec­
tion of clothing. The second of the series was held in 1942, namely,
"Laanderdng Techniques". At this meeting' pre-t.estdng of material for
shrinkage, color fastness and fabric identification was stressed. Garments
representj_pg the various fibers were selected from those brought in by the
local leaders and laundered at the meeting. At the time the work was well
received and was carried back to Home Demonstration and affiliated clubs.
Howefler, evidence of practices adopted has been more in evidence this year
than last. The Agent has had many requests for directions in cleaning
special garments and leaders report having passed on information.
..
The third of the series was held in 1942, namely, "Dry Cleaning".
Among other things, the meetings included the use of home made pressing
equipment - pillows, clothes, etc T This equipment has been much copied
among club members. Because of the difficulty of getting cleaning done in
Yuma, the instru ctions in the "DIY Cleaning", meetings have been and are
being wiEle1y used throughout the county. The A.gent has, during the current,
year, held several all-day work, meetdrigs on the sub ject •
The series on "Care of Clothing" has closed with two meetings on
mending. One of these meetings was held in 1942 and the final one in March
of 1943. These meetings, as with the others, met with good r-esponse; Yuma
County home makers are much interested in conserving the life of their
gannents. One set-in patch with a damask stitch finish, to the Agent's
knowledge, t��ce saved garments. One was a skirt snipped in the front
panel while being made and the other a burned spot in the front panel of
another good dress.
Sub-Pro ject D. 4�H Clothing.
A very good year 1 s work has been accomplished in 4-H Clothing. While
without exception clubs have done SOille sewing fob the Red Cross the.y have
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aIso finished their required work as set forth in the University 4-H
Bulletins. Each year it seems that the girls grow more persistent in
effort which makes for better mast ery of sewing techniques. It seems less
dif f'icult to find competent leaders than in previous years. This year the
leaders were the best, on the whole, in ability, initiative and enthusiasm,
as compa�ed with former years.
The SUIlIWside club has hadj and she is continuing through the' present
year, one of the public spirited mothers in the community who knows how to
handle girls and has had considerable experience in dress making activities.
She gives one complete dey a week to 4-H Club work and has carried the 'club
program for the summer as well as for the school year. Under her guidance
thi{3 summer the girls accomplished quit e a little in Red Cross sewing as
well as making dresses for themselves.
During the school year closing in June Rood ad as leader one of the
t,eachers who has done 4-H leadership work for eight years in Yuma County. ,
ehe was' for a number of. years leader of a club near Parker in the northern
part of the county. Her ability and faithfulness were recognized this year
when she was named one 'of Adzonal s five outstanding leaders, and was .:' �
present, ed with a jeweled pin. This present schoo.l, year she, unfortunately,
has left, the state. Her place, however, has been taken by a Home Economics
.graduate who is doing a grand job as 4-H clothing Leader-, During the summer
months the mother of Yuma County's National Clothing Achievement winner' for
1942 has acted as leader forRood, having the girls meet in her home each
week. This group did Red Cr'oss sewing during the summer, as well as sewing
for themselves.
.
At Somerton the leader who carried the girls through be summer, as
well as the school year, was a teacher who is, as well, a rural woman living
in the vicinity of Somerton. The Somerton girls have evidenced an unu sual,
ability in sewing. Se veral of the girls have done . quit e extensive garment
construction for themselves and m6nbers of their families, and their work
would make a creditable showing anywhere. During the summer months they met
with their leader at the school in Somerton. There is an ample supply of
sewing machines at the school and the Agent was always surprised on her
visit at the amount and good quality of work which the girls were able to
tum out. In addition, at the end of the summer the girls had quite a little
home sewing to their credit.
At Wellton the leader during the school year has been a Long time
Home Demonstra.tion Club member who taught to help. out in the teacher short­
age. This leader felt bhat the girls should help out in the war emergency
and so they spen1' the year working on baby layettes for the Red Cross. The
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same techniques were involved as in the regular work and the work kept
uniform for each girl, that is, dress, gertrudes, jacket, baqy blanket. The
girls also learned to knit - knitting blocks which were sewed together as a
group pro ject. As a group pro ject they also paint ed two basket s for basi­
nettes, decorated jars for swabs, boric acid, etc; raised mon� to purchase
baby shirts and stockings to complete their leyettes. The club had a very
fine exhibit on Achievement Dey and the things were afterwards delivered to
the Red Cross chapter, much to their surprise and delight.
Because some of the older Wellton and vicinity girls felt they
should be workiIlg on garments for themselves in order that they might keep
their records clear, a supplementar,r club was organized to meet on Satur­
dey-s or holid�s and led by one of the mothers. Because this group par­
ticularly requested help, the Agent met with -them, fairly often during the
year, helping them to carey on their work in every wey- she could. From
this group two members entered the county Dress Revue contest, making
sailor dress costumes of very creditable workmanship. One other member was
eligible in every wey for the Dress Revue but was not quite old enough so
decided to wait until another-year.
For the past few years the 4-H Clothing Club at Cran� has been out­
standing. The club has been a large one and the quality and quantity of
work done excellent. The leader for this work was not ,however, in the
county last, year. The one who took her pl.ace did a conscientious- job but
there were many limitihg factors. To begin with there were not as many
girls in the comnrunity, then there were many interruptions such as afternoons
off because of rationing registrations, etc. However, the girls who parti­
cipated finished their year's work. This year the former leader has return­
ed, the group is again larger, and is working enthusiastically. The Crane
. girls did not meet during the summer months because 'of transporta.tion diffiQ
culties, etc.
The above serves to mention the Yuma County Clothing leaders thought
to be outstanding in their effort s, As before mentioned all leaders served
well.
Because of the emphasis on adjustments to meet the war emergencies
less importance was attached this year to perfecting costumes for Dress
Revue work than formerly. However, there was interest in the project and a
group of 4-H girls did make complete outfits for themselves, all of which
were utilitarian rather than dress-up or party costumes. The winning
costume was one for street or school wear and consisted of a dress in steel
blue and red spun plaid ra.yon. The style was Int.erestdng, the workmanship
good and all plaids were matched. The dress was trimmed with red rayon ,
t
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taf-#�ta piping and this same material was used for making a slip, hat and
purse. All in all it was a ver,y representative piece of work and represent­
ed a real accomplishment on the part of the girl who did it.
The .advanced girls who were eligible to try' for clothing achievement
records felt that the.y preferred waiting for another year at least before
entering the state contest. However, here should be mentioned the 4-H
Club girl who was county 'winner in the Record Contest. She lives on a.
ranch near Wellton, is eighteen ye ars old, and a senior in high schoo!.
Since she is one of the older sisters in a family of girls, she has grown
up knowing how to do all kinds of fam work. She has done extensive seV'.'ig
for herself and the family beginning when she fj.rst enrolled as a 4-H club
'girl, at ten years of age, For a few years the family lived in Colorado
and there Ann (her name) had a different kind of farm experience. She
worked for a time in a commercial dairy and last summer worked as a book­
keeper. Ann has been a ver.r loyal 4-H Club girl, being content to help
other girl� in the club rather than to try for awards for herself. She has
alweys known the demonstrations which her club companions have developed as
well as the girls who represented the club. The explanation is that Ann
has been a very bu� girl with responsibilities which have kept her close
at home. ffhis last summer the. Agent persuaded Ann to make a written record
of her 4-H Club activities. 'I'he' result was most gratifying. Ann had not
only a splendid record but she wrote it up in a. style, doing credit to a
professional. She was easily the conty winner. In the state contest she
was up against 4-H girls who had considerable stat.e and national trophies
to their credit, so she was ruled out. However, here in the county, the
feeling is that in terms of actual fann abilities Ann nrust rank high and is
a 4-H Club' girl of whom to be very proud.
As before mentioned, 4-H Club girls exhibited dresses of their own
making in a dress revue at the 4-H Achievement program in September. It
waw very evident from this revue that the girls had gained much in resour­
cefulness and poise .fom their 4-H club work. This resourcefulness has been
also evident from the number of girls who have actually taken on t he job of
doing their om sewing. In illustration of this, the Agent visited one home
late this summer and found the two 4-H Club girls of the family busily sew­
ing; one of the girls had made eight dresses as well as underwear, and the
other girl had done almost as well. At a picnic of one 4-H Club, the Agent
taIled to two mothers who reported that their daughters had done equally
as well as the girls cited above.
For two days in March the State Clothing SpeCialist, together with
the Agent, visited the following 4-H Clothing clubs: Crane, SunnySide,
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Somerton, Rood, Gadsden. At these meetings the specialist discussed
posture and the making of cotton dresses with the girls, illustrating her
remarks with pro jecture slides. The club members were delighted with the
meetings and these meetings were, no doubt, partially responsible for the
good showing made at the dress revue in September.
In Februazy Mr. Emil Rovey, State Club Specialist, was in the county.
With him. the Agent spent three days visiting clubs as follows: Roll,
Wellton, Gadsden, Sunnyside, Crane, Rood and Somerton. While Mr. Hovey's
chief interest was 4-H participation in the war effort, yet he helped in
a general wq with his enthusiasm and untiring. interest in the girls' be­
half. When Mr. Rovey left the Ext ension Service in the spring, he left
m-any warm friends among the 4-H Club member-s and leaders in the county.
Ihe,r have alw�s felt·it a real occasion vmen he has visited the county.
The new clothing club bulletins have been very helpful to leaders
and members alike. They are finding ·them very useful and helpful.
The regular 4-H club achievements held in Mey of t.hi.s year are being
reported under Community Activities XVIII E.
X:J Home Management
Sub-Project A. Selection.
As in previous years household accounts and budgets. have been dis­
cussed, round table fashion, at some meeting of all Home Demonstration Clubs
during the year. The increased iinportance of income tax reduction has some­
what removed the need of formal instruction from Home Demonstration Acti­
vities. As nearly as the Agent can ascerta.in, all rural families are
keeping accounts. However-,.' most of them prefer following their om methods
and the wall calendar continues to be a favorite method of jotting down ex­
penditures. A small percentage only of Home Demonstration Club members 'i
actually make a budget for the yee.r. The Agent. is alw�Js reminded, when
she brings up the sub ject, that budget making is not practical for Yuma
County farm homes, and that the war econo� has served to make it even less
practical. In the few homes, however, where budgets are made and the habit
is fixed, home makers are firmly convinced of it s value. At meetings they
speak up in its behalf.
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As previousJ.y explained this year, more than in previous years, the
Agent has been privileged to act as consultant in the many fields of home­
making. This has been particularly true of home furnishings. She has
advised home makers on slip covers, curtains, equipment, arrangement s of
furniture, etc.
Sub-Project B. Construction
The difficulty home makers have experienced in purchasing desd rab'Le
new upholstered furniture has made them more desirous of remodeling their
old fumiture. In previous years there has been a good shop in Yuma where
one could get furniture rejuvinated. This year because of increased
demands for aut.omob i.Le. covers, etc. the shop has refused to take furniture.
For several years past Home Demonstration activities have included
the making of 'slip covers, reupholstering" tying of springs, etc. This
instruction is undoubtedly he�ping out in the presentneed, for there is a
nucleus of women who pass on methods and techniques to their friends. The
Agent has acted as instructor,when no other leadership was available, for
all dey work meetings. At these meetings the group usually' finishes slip
covers for two or more p,eces including a lounge and chair, etc. There is
always such outstanding improvement in the furniture that the group is
ve� satisfied for the work included. Some sp�cific instances are as
follows: Recently a member of the South Gila Home Demonstration Club asked
that she be given help with her living room furniture. It was found that
the furniture vias practically new but that the springs in the cushions had
come untied -and were in a hopeless tangle. The group met, the springs were
sewed in muslin bags (made from flour sacks) and the cushions rebuilt. It
was quite a revelation for the furniture was transformed from a dilapidated
set to one that looked and felt like new.
In another instance the group covered a set of furniture and an
additional chair. They patterned their work from furniture some of them
had seen in one of the exclusive home furnishing shops of Los Angeles, and
when th� had finished they declared their products were quite as pro­
fessional looking as the original. This group worked on several occasions
so they were not hurried even though they worked hard, and this helped them
to turn �ut an excellent,finished product.
All in all there is probably no phase of Home Demonst rnt.Lon work that
brings the dollars and cents return thai this furniture rejuvination brings.
The sub st.ant.Lal, savings for each set of furniture re-done is very attractive
but the creative satisfaction is eCj_Ually as good.
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Vfuile the mattress program was official� closed in 1942, like other
extension programs, its practices have continued this year of 1943. Since,
by the time the program closed, there were many people in the county who
knew ver.r well how to make mattresses, there ,undoubtedly have been mattresses
made without the Agent I s lmowledge. Yuma County, in previous years, grew
cotton on a fairly large scale and so there is some stored in various homes.
It has been largely this cotton that has been used. One of the mc.ttress�':;
centers turned over its supplies; that is, mattress needles, safety pins,
etc., to the Agent. On three occasions the Agent has loaned these supplies
for m¥ing mattresses.
The last remnants of ticking from the, program were, early this year,
turned over to women from Seme:rton and vicinity. These women , under the
auspices of the Methodist church, constructed a Red Cross Co�nity Center,
including an assembly room, kitchenette, lounge and rest rooms. For this
center the,r made eight mattresses from the material given. These mattresses
are held in r::-serve for use in case of disaster. It is nice to report that,
to date, there has been no use for them.
XVI Health
As in previous,years health has not been treated as a separate
project, but has rather been integrated in all work presented - nutrition,
clothing, home management, recreation. Whenever feasible the Agent has
sought to make home makers consciou s of the need of eternal vigilance to cope
with Yuma County's fly menace. As an example of this is the following: At
a sectional meeting'of tqe Yuma County Teachers *ssociation, the Agent led
a round table discussion on the operations of hot school lunches. At the
request of the group era.dication of flies was discussed. Two centers
reported having eliminated flies by the use of a special electric grill.
This grill, at present, seems to be the best device to use to prevent the
prevalence of flies.
XVIII Co�munity Activities.
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies.
Related agencdes mey be listed as the following: AIp.e�can
Red Cross, Woman's Activities Corrunitte� of the Defense Council, Yuma �ounty
Nutrition Committee, Arizona Crippled �hildren's SOCiety, United Service
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Organization, Business and Professional VVomen' s Club, Women's ""'and Army.
Contacts almost without exception have been of a war emergenqy nature.
Cooperation with the American Red Cross has included work in behalf
of nutrition, canteen and sewing activities, most of which have been prev­
ious:q told. The Agent has helped the canteen with all its activities for
cemm.unity service, raising funds, etc.
The block leader movement for the city of Yuma has functioned through
the Women fS Activities Comrrdttee of the Defense Council. The Agent, has
given talks at meetings of the group in behalf of "Share the Meat" campaign
and on "Rationing Techniques". She has attended committee meetings.
In 1942 the Agent acted as chairman of the Yuma County Nutrition
Committee. This current year she has not been chairman but has acted in
an assisting capacity to the newly elected officers.
On request the Agent gave one broadcast in behalf of the Crippled
Children's Society.
All organizations in Yuma and vicinity have been asked to help out in
preparing and serving food at the U.S.O. Center. In this capacity the Agent
has cooperated with the Canteen, the Business and Professional Women's �lub,
the Presbyterian Church, and the Toastmistress Club.
The Home Demonstration Agent has made an effort. to acquaint the rural
women of Yuma County with the possibilities of the Vroman's Land Arrrrr. She
has distributed leaflets on the SUb�ect and has purchased one of the uniformsfor herself which she has shown at tome Demonstration Club meetings. Because
there is practical� no unemployment among rural women in Yuma County and
because they are alrea<tr actively engaged in ftm work, club members have
seen no object in signing up for service. They have much approved of the
uniforms. However, to the Agent's knowledge, but two uniforms have actually
been purchased.
Sub-Project B. Conferences.
During the current year conferences have been' curtailed because of
travel difficulties. Those that have occurred mey- be divided into two
groups as follows:
(1) State conferences
(2) Conferences within the county
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The st�te conferen�es chronologically were:
December - Annual State Extension Conference.
Janua� - Home Demonstration Nutrition Conference
Februar,y - Point Rationing Explainer �st�m Conference
MBj1 - Annual Home Demonstration Planning Conference.
Conferences within the county have been pretty well taken care of in
the 'foregoing discussions conceming project activities. It mey be well to
repeat that there have been program committee meetings with home demonstra­
tion clubs, and that the Home Demonstration Agent has assisted through con­
ferences, in program planning with other- adult women I s organizations as well.
Sub-Project C. Publicity
The newspaper continues its splendid cooperation, and news items have
consistently been published. There have been a few news items concerrring
Home Demonstration work in Yuma County in the Arizona Farmer. Here the
.t?-gent is doubtless responsible for there not betng more frequent items •
.she hopes to find time to send in more publicity material in the future.
The Agent also regrets to aport that there have been only five broadcasts
by the Agent. Here the responsibility is with the policy of the local
radio station rather than any neglect on the part of the Agent. It may be
here stated that the Agent indi'rectly helped to see that the dailY' Westem
Agriculture broadcast was returned to the local broadcast activities. Since
this program very ab:CY- covers rural actiVities in both Agriculture and Home
Economics, it is a ver'J good arrcngement � The Agent finds that this program
is widely heard throughout the county and its teElchings are being used.
Sub-Project E. Achievement Days.
In ordinary years the geography of Yuma County makes county-wide
achievement d�s, in which all people come to a common center for compara­
tive work, not feasible. Much less has it been possible this yea.r of
limited transportation facilities. Hence Achievement Days have been limit­
ed to 4-H Club work and these have been, except for the Achievement program
in September, in individual communities. In May all clubs in the southern
part of the county had individual achievements with a 4-h Club representa­
tive from the University and the Home Demonstration Agent in attendance. As
previous� related, in September aQ achieva�ent program was held at the
Business and Professional Women's lilubhouse in Yuma with representatives
from all clubs in the southern part of the county in attendance.
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There has been little time for recreation as a major actiVity this' I
lea.:. There has been an �ffort ,that 4-6 Clubs have some social act,i,v,i�ies,.
iJunng the school year this has been supervised by' the respective leaders.'
During the summer months this was not feasible and active:cy- helped in'tlie
planning and carxying through of a series of picni�s for' the different clubs.
On several occasions the Agent has helped with the planning and prep­
aration of community dinners. She is organist at a local church u sing a
Hammond Electric organ. This is mentioned becsuee the church attendance
includes people from Yuma vicinity as far as Gadsden, so can be counted as
a Community Activity•.
One cannot be a Home Demonstration Agent in one county for eight years
without making many contacts that serve to stimulate community life, re­
creational and otherwise. Hence, many services have been rendered which in
themselves may' not warrant mention but which have together been a real posi­
tive factor.
E. OUTLOOK AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Z The outlook for Home Demonstration work seems to be one of comparative
security because the things which the work have to offer are proving more
and more needed in the operation of homes. That a full program lies ahead
for the Agent seems certain. There are requests for work meetings; meetings
that will help in conservation of foods, clothing and home furnishings. It
would seem that work of a War Emergency nature should be tsken care of first
and that prescribed programs should follow as best they can. While local
leader meetings have their place in the forwarding of the program, it
appears that they will nev.er suffice for a complete procedure. Distances
are great, home makers have "stepped-up" home duties, and transportation is
limited. If real results are to be obtained, Extension service must 'in all
its activities take cognizance of these conditions.
4-H Club work is increasing in seriousness of purpose and in dignity
of service. The outlook is for bigger and better club work, both from
members and from leaders.
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AN EXPLJ.NATION t· .. " .
Until 1;42 -it· � ��{cUstom of the Home Demonstration Agent to include
in her �ual·,�PQrt, .. pl��s illustrative of the year's activities. She
regrets omitting. $U�1i. j>ictures in t he current report and submits the follow­
ing explanation: ..
"
.....
� �
,
'.
"
�
� •• t· , .. ���'�
1. Be���� '�i:"tr���l difficulties and war conservations there has
been an absence of meetine-s, telling a County Achievement stoty; such as,
4-H Club Round-Up, CoUntJ7' Life -Conference, etc.
"
2. Because ..O.r:,Cbatestion of Yuma business' firms it has 'been" nece��.aJ;Y
to discourange '8.11' serVices:�such as purchase of :rims," �eV�lo��t, ete;�';� �3. Because of govemment requests to 'limit purchases to rteeessiti�s,_
this has been deemed one activity which could well' be �tte-d;l'", . .' .i',� :.'� ,�
" '
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WASTE FAT
PROBLEM
IS SOLVED
Fats May Be Sold
To Markets Or
Given to Scouts
As a result of the action, of the
Yuma county .salvage committee,
Yuma residents for the first time
in a year will have the opportun­
ity of complying with the govern­
ment's request to save waste fats
for war use with the assurance
that they will reach their destina­
tion.
Alma V. Tate, state executive
secretary of the General Salvage
branch of the War Production
Board, Phoenix, was in Yuma this
week to confer with C. F. Carg-o ,
chairman of the Yuma county sal­
vage committee and other mem­
bers of the committee at which
time plans were formulated for the
handling of the fats deposited at
various meat markets in the city.
May Donate to Boy Scouts
Local markets will now pay 4
cents per pound for the fats in the
event the housewife wishes to sell
it. However in case she cares to
donate the proceeds to the Boy
Scouts, she may leave the contain­
er with any market and it will be
held for the Scouts. The money
thus obtained will go into the
troop funds of the Scouts, officials
announced.
The committee for collection of
fats by the Boy Scouts is headed
by Mrs. Mary Spaulding and Jack
Beard who announced that a de­
pot for collection has been estab­
lished and all fats will get to the
proper destination in a short time.
A representative of a nearby rend­
ering plant will make regular trips
to Yuma to collect the fats stored
at the depot.
The quota for fats collection for
Yuma county has been established I
at two pounds per person annually Iwhich means one-sixth of a pound
per person per month or one table­
spoon of fat per day per family.
Posters will be displayed at the
various stores which are accepting
fats for donation to the Boy
Scouts.
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I Kis. Mariel HopkinsHOIl. Demon'stration Agent
Yuma, County, Artzona
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!his clipping 1s takeft traJa the
ywU Dailt Sun datet!" December 9, 1943.
Ifhe present report., bas' b�_ fini.hedprior to th18 dat.e. H�weY.l" ��. the
I clipping haa a: direct be,ariD, on ;he
�probl_ ,as gi.,.. on pages '13 and 14
f
abo••, it is here append.d.,
